In the original publication of the article, the following errors occurred inadvertently.
The error occurred during the sample preparation. We have discovered that Mylar foil that was used to wrap the samples is responsible for the peak at 2h = 26°that was previously reported in the original publication as a peak for cellulose.
To conform with the required crystallographic conventions for cellulose, Eq. (1) is defined as follows:
where CrI expresses crystallinity index, I 200 is the maximum intensity of diffraction at 2h = 22.4°and I AM is the intensity for the amorphous phase. This is the intensity of diffraction at 2h = 18°. The authors had mistakenly defined I AM as stated in Eq.
(1) as the minimum value, i.e., the intensity of the smaller peak at 15°, which the authors now understand as a legitimate crystalline peak, not a measure of the amorphous intensity.
Since it included the peak from Mylar, Fig. 4 in the original publication was incorrect and the corrected figure is provided in this Erratum. Figure 4 displays the experimental and simulated diffraction patterns of cellulose. Both raw fibers and APS-derived MFCs exhibit typical X-ray diffraction patterns of cellulose I. Based on the corrected diffraction patterns, the crystallinity index values for raw OPEFB and APS-oxidized MFCs were calculated to be 31 and 64 %, respectively. This error also misled us to postulate that there was transformation from cellulose I to cellulose II. Hence, in the part of ''Results and discussion'' (in section ''Crystallinity studies''), paragraph 5 ''Cellulose can be generally classified into ………, which is cellulose II'' shall be deleted. However, a partial transformation to cellulose II is seen for the sulfuric acid-hydrolyzed MFCs. This is probably due to the treatment 17.5 % NaOH to remove hemicellulose. Fig. 4 Powder diffraction pattern calculated based on a cellulose I structure (pwhm = 3.8°) using mercury software and the experimental powder diffraction patterns of b raw OPEFB, c APS-oxidized MFCs and d sulfuric acid-hydrolyzed MFCs
